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PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES: AN EFFICIENTNEW FIXPOINT ALGORITHMFOR DISTRIBUTIVE CONSTRAINT SYSTEMSChristian FechtFachbereich InformatikUniversit�at des Saarlandes, Postfach 151150, D-66041 Saarbr�uckenfecht@cs.uni-sb.deHelmut SeidlFB IV - InformatikUniversit�at Trier, D-54286 Trierseidl@uni-trier.deAbstract. Integrating semi-naive �xpoint iteration from deductive data bases [3,2, 4] as well as continuations into worklist-based solvers, we derive a new applicationindependent local �xpoint algorithm for distributive constraint systems. Seeminglydi�erent e�cient algorithms for abstract interpretation like those for linear constantpropagation for imperative languages [16] as well as for control-ow analysis forfunctional languages [12] turn out to be instances of our scheme. Besides thissystematizing contribution we also derive a new e�cient algorithm for abstractOLDT-resolution as considered in [14, 15, 24] for Prolog.1. IntroductionE�cient application independent local solvers for general classes of con-straint systems have been successfully used in program analyzers like GAIA[8, 6], PLAIA [19] or GENA [9, 10] for Prolog or PAG [1] for imperativelanguages. The advantages of application independence are obvious: thealgorithmic ideas can be pointed out more clearly and are not supersededby application speci�c aspects. Correctness for the solver can therefore beproven more easily. Once proven correct, it then can be instantiated todi�erent application domains. Thus, for the overall correctness of the ap-plication it simply remains to check whether or not the constraint systemcorrectly models the problem to be analyzed. Reasoning about the solutionprocess itself can be totally abandoned. Therefore, opposed to specializedalgorithms, application independent solvers allow for reusable implementa-tions.In [11], we considered systems of equations of the form x = fx (x a vari-able) and tried to minimize the number of evaluations of right-hand sides fxduring the solution process. Accordingly, we viewed these as (almost) atomicactions. In practical applications, however, like the abstract interpretationof Prolog programs, right-hand sides represent complicated functions. InReceived October 1998.



2 FECHT AND SEIDLthis paper, we therefore try to minimize not just the number of evaluationsbut the overall work on right-hand sides. Clearly, improvements in thisdirection can no longer abstract completely from algorithms implementingright-hand sides. Nonetheless, we aim at optimizations in an as applicationindependent setting as possible.We start by observing that right-hand sides fx of de�ning equations x = fxoften are of the form fx � t1t: : :ttk where the ti represent independent con-tributions to the value of x. We take care of that by considering now systemsof constraints of the form x w t. Having adapted standard worklist-basedequation solvers to such constraint systems, we investigate the impact oftwo further optimizations. First, we try to avoid identical subcomputationswhich would contribute nothing new to the next iteration. Thus, whenevera variable y accessed during the last evaluation of right-hand side t haschanged it's value, we try to avoid reevaluation of t as a whole. Instead, weresume evaluation just with the access to y.In order to do this in a clean way, we adapt the model of (generalized)computation trees. We argue that many common expression languages forright-hand sides can easily and automatically be translated into this model.This model has the advantage to make continuations, i.e., remaining partsof computations after returns from variable look-ups, explicit. So far, con-tinuations have not been used in connection with worklist-based solver algo-rithms. Only for the topdown-solver TD of Charlier and Hentenryck [5, 11] arelated technique has been suggested and practically applied to the analysisof Prolog, by Englebert et al. in [8].In case, however, computation on larger values is much more expensivethan on smaller ones, continuation based worklist solvers can be furtherimproved by calling continuations not with the complete new value of themodi�ed variable but just its increment. This concept clearly is an instanceof the very old idea of optimization through reduction in strength as con-sidered, e.g., by Paige [21]. A similar idea has been considered for recursivequery evaluation in deductive databases to avoid computing the same tu-ples again and again [3, 4]. Semi-naive iteration, therefore, propagates justthose tuples to the respective next iteration which have been newly encoun-tered. Originally, this optimization has been considered for rules of the formx � f y where x and y are mutually recursive relations and unary operatorf is distributive, i.e., commutes with \[":f (s1 [ s2) = f s1 [ f s2An extension to n-ary f is contained in [2]. A general combination, however,of this principle with continuations and worklist solvers seems to be new. Inorder to make the combination work, we need an operator di� which whenapplied to abstract values d1 and d2 determines the necessary part fromd1 t d2 given d1 for which reevaluation should take place. We then providea set of su�cient conditions guaranteeing the correctness of the resultingalgorithm.



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 3Propagating di�erences, is orthogonal to the other optimizations of work-list solvers considered in [11]. Thus, we are free to add timestamps or justdepth-�rst priorities to obtain even more competitive �xpoint algorithms(see [11] for precise de�nitions of these ideas). We refrained from doing soto keep the exposition as simple as possible.We underline generality as well as usefulness of our new �xpoint algorithmby giving three important applications, namely, distributive framework IDEfor interprocedural analysis of imperative languages [16], control-ow anal-ysis for higher-order functional languages [12], and abstract OLDT-resolutionas considered in [14, 15] for Prolog. In the �rst two cases, we obtain simi-lar complexity results as for known special purpose algorithms. Completelynew algorithms are obtained for abstract OLDT-resolution.Another e�ort to exhibit computational similarities at least between control-ow analysis and certain interprocedural analyses has been undertaken byReps and his coworkers [17, 18]. It is based on the graph-theoretic notionof context-free language reachability. This approach, however, is much morelimited in its applicability than ours since it does not work for lattices whichare not of the form D = 2A for some un-ordered base set A.The paper is organized as follows. In sections 2 through 6 we introduce ourbasic concepts. Especially, we introduce the notions of computation treesand weak monotonicity of computation trees. In the following three sec-tions, we successively derive the di�erential �xpoint algorithm WR�. Theconventional worklist solver WR (with recursion) is introduced in Section7. Continuations are added in Section 8 to obtain solver WRC from whichwe obtain algorithm WR� in Section 9. Correctness of algorithm WR�is proven under reasonable additional assumptions on the constraint system(Appendix A). The results of Section 9 are su�cient to derive fast algorithmsfor framework IDE (Section 10 and Appendix B) as well as control-ow anal-ysis (Section 11 and Appendix C). Framework IDE has been proposed byHorwitz, Reps and Sagiv for interprocedural analysis of imperative programsand applied to interprocedural linear constant propagation [16]. A variantof control-ow analysis (\set-based analysis") has been proposed by Heintzefor the analysis of ML [12]. Another variant, even more in the spirit of themethods used here, has been applied in [25] to a higher-order functionallanguage with call-by-need semantics to obtain a termination analysis fordeforestation. In Section 12 we extend the applicability of algorithmWR�further by introducing generalized computation trees. This generalizationtakes into account independence of subcomputations. Especially, it allowsto derive new algorithms for abstract OLDT-resolution [14, 15, 24] (Section13). As an example implementation, we integrated an enhanced version of�xpoint algorithmWR� into program analyzer generator GENA for Prolog[9, 10] and practically evaluated the generated analyzers on our benchmarksuite of large Prolog programs. The results are reported in Section 14.



4 FECHT AND SEIDL2. Constraint SystemsAssume D is a complete lattice of values. A constraint system S with setvariables V over lattice D consists of a set of constraints x w t where left-hand side x 2 V is a variable and t, the right-hand side, represents a function[[t]] : (V ! D) ! D from variable assignments to values. In case when thenumber of constraints is \small", S can be represented explicitly by listingits constraints. In many interesting cases, however, (especially when set Vis big) the set of constraints for a variable is only implicitly given throughsome total function F of type F : V ! 2rhs. The set Fx of right-hand sidest for x 2 V then is obtained by Fx = F x.Le Charlier and Van Hentenryck in [5] and Fecht and Seidl in [11] presentedtheir solvers in a setting which was (almost) independent of the implemen-tation of right-hand sides. In this paper, we insist on a general formulationas well. As in [11] we assume that(1) set V of variables is always �nite;(2) complete lattice D has �nite height;(3) evaluation of right-hand sides is always terminating.In contrast to [5, 11], however, our new algorithms also take into accounthow right-hand sides are evaluated.3. Computation TreesOperationally, the evaluation of a right-hand side on a variable assignmentcan be viewed as a sequence alternating between variable lookups and in-ternal computations which, eventually, terminates to return the result. For-mally, this type of evaluation can be represented as a D-branching compu-tation tree (ct for short) of �nite depth. The set T (V;D) of all (uniformlybounded) computation trees is the least set T containing d 2 D, x 2 V to-gether with all pairs hx;Ci where x 2 V and C : D ! T . Given t 2 T (V;D),function [[t]] : (V ! D)! D implemented by t and set dep(t; ) of variablesaccessed during evaluation of t are given by:[[d]] � = d dep(d; �) = ;[[x]] � = � x dep(x; �) = fxg[[hx;Ci]] � = [[C (� x)]] � dep(hx;Ci; �) = fxg [ dep(C (� x); �)Note that ct x can be viewed as an abbreviation of ct hx; �d:di.Representations of equivalent computation trees can e�ciently be obtainedfor various expression languages.Example 1. Assume right-hand sides are given bye ::= d j x j f x j g (x1; x2)where, d denotes an element inD, and f and g represent monotonic functionsD ! D and D2 ! D, respectively. For simplicity, we do not distinguish



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 5(notationally) between these symbols and their respective meanings. Stan-dard intra-procedural data-ow analyzes for imperative languages naturallyintroduce constraint systems of this simple type (usually even without occur-rences of binary operators g). Given such an expression e, the correspondingcomputation tree t can be chosen as:t = e if e 2 D [ Vt = hx; fi if e � f xt = hx1; Ci if e � g (x1; x2) whereC d1 = hx2; Cd1i and Cd1 d2 = g (d1; d2)2Further examples of useful expression languages together with their trans-lations into (generalized) computation trees can be found in Sections 11,12, and 13. It should be emphasized that we do not advocate ct's as spec-i�cation language for right-hand sides. In the �rst place, ct's serve as anabstract notion of algorithm allowing for a convenient representation of �x-point iterators. In the second place, however, ct's (resp. their generalizationas considered in Section 12) can be viewed as the conceptual intermedi-ate representation which our algorithms rely on, meaning, that evaluationof right-hand sides should provide for every access to constraint variable ysome representation C of the remaining part of the evaluation. As in Exam-ple 1, such C typically consists of a tuple of values together with informationabout the reached program point.4. SolutionsVariable assignment � : V ! D is called solution for S if � x w [[t]] � for allconstraints x w t in S. Note that every system S has at least one solution,namely the trivial one mapping every variable to >, the top element of D.In general, we are interested in computing a \good" solution, i.e., one whichis as small as possible or, at least, non{trivial. With system S we associatefunction GS : (V ! D) ! V ! D de�ned by GS � x = Ff[[t]] � j x w t 2Sg. If we are lucky, all right-hand sides t represent monotonic functions.Then GS is monotonic as well, and therefore has a least �xpoint which isalso the least solution of S. As observed in [11], the constraint systemsfor interprocedural analysis of (imperative or logic) languages often are notmonotonic but just weakly monotonic.Example 2. Consider complete lattice D = f0 < 1 < 2g and system S withvariables V = fyd j d 2 Dg and constraints yd w fd where [[fd]] � = � y(�yd).Right-hand sides of this kind are common when analyzing programs withprocedures or functions. Variables yd and their values in the solution of thesystem represent the input-output behavior of a given procedure p. Thus,nesting of procedure calls introduces \indirect addressing" of variables. Nowconsider variable assignments �1; �2 where



6 FECHT AND SEIDL�1 y0 = 1 �1 y1 = 1 �1 y2 = 0�2 y0 = 1 �2 y1 = 2 �2 y2 = 0Clearly, �1 v �2, but GS �1 y1 = 1 and GS �2 y1 = 0. Hence, GS is notmonotonic. 25. Weak Monotonicity of Computation TreesAssume we are given a partial ordering \�" on variables. Variable assign-ment � : V ! D is called monotonic if for all x1 � x2, � x1 v � x2. Oncomputation trees we de�ne a relation \�" inductively by:� ? � t for every t; and d1 � d2 if d1 v d2;� x1 � x2 as ct's if also x1 � x2 as variables;� hx1; C1i � hx2; C2i if x1 � x2 and C1 d1 � C2 d2 for all d1 v d2.Constraint system S is called weakly monotonic i� for every x1 � x2 andconstraint x1 w t1 in S, some constraint x2 w t2 2 S exists such that t1 � t2.S is called monotonic if it is weakly monotonic for variable ordering \=".Example 3. Recall the constraints from Example 2. A natural variableordering is given by yd1 � yd2 i� d1 v d2. For d 2 D, right-hand side fdcan be represented by ct td = hyd; Ci with C d0 = yd0 . Clearly, td1 � td2provided d1 v d2. We �nd: [[td1 ]]�1 v [[td2 ]]�2 whenever d1 � d2, �1 v �2and at least one of the �i is monotonic. 2The observation from Example 3 can be generalized.Proposition 1. Assume �1; �2 are variable assignments where �1 v �2 andat least one of the �i is monotonic. Then t1 � t2 implies:(1) dep(t1; �1) � dep(t2; �2);(2) [[t1]] �1 v [[t2]] �2. 2Here, s1 � s2 for sets s1; s2 � V i� for all x1 2 s1, x1 � x2 for somex2 2 s2. Semantic property 2 of Prop. 1 coincides with what has beencalled \weakly monotonic" in [11] { adapted to constraint systems insteadof equation systems. It is a derived property here since we started out fromsyntactic properties of computation trees, i.e., algorithms (not just theirmeanings as in [11]). As in [11] we conclude:Corollary 1. Assume S is weakly monotonic. Then:(1) If � is monotonic, then GS � is again monotonic;(2) S has a unique least solution � given by � = Fj�0GjS ?.Especially, this least solution � is monotonic. 2



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 76. Local Fixpoint ComputationAssume set V of variables is tremendously large while at the same time weare only interested in the values for a rather small subset X of variables.Then we should try to compute the values of a solution only for variablesfrom X and all those variables y that \inuence" values for variables in X.This is the idea of local �xpoint computation.Evaluation of computation tree t on argument � does not necessarily con-sult all values � x; x 2 V . Therefore, evaluation of t may succeed alreadyfor partial � : V ; D. If evaluation of t on � succeeds, we can de�ne the setdep(t; �) accessed during this evaluation in the same way as in Section 3 forcomplete functions. Given partial variable assignment � : V ; D, variabley directly inuences (relative to �) variable x if y 2 dep(t; �) for some right-hand side t of x. Let then \inuencing" denote the reexive and transitiveclosure of this relation. Partial variable assignment � is called X{stable i�for every y 2 V inuencing some x 2 X relative to �, and every constrainty w t in S for y, [[t]] � is de�ned with � y w [[t]] �. A solver computes forconstraint system S and set X of variables an X-stable partial assignment�; furthermore, if S is weakly monotonic and � is its least solution, then� y = �y for all y inuencing some variable in X (relative to �).7. The Worklist Solver with RecursionThe �rst and simplest solver WR we consider is a local worklist algo-rithm enhanced with recursive descent into variables not yet considered (seeFig. 1). Solver WR is an adaption of a simpli�cation of solver WRT in[11] to constraint systems. Opposed to WRT, no time stamps (the \T")are maintained.For every encountered variable x, algorithmWR (globally) maintains thecurrent value � x together with a set in x of constraints z w t such thatevaluation of t (on �) may access value � x or, more formally, x may becontained in dep(t; �). The set of constraints to be reevaluated is kept in datastructure W, called a worklist. Initially, W is empty. The algorithm startsby initializing all variables from set X by calling procedure Init. ProcedureInit when applied to variable x �rst checks whether x has already beenencountered, i.e., is contained in set dom. If this is not the case, x is added todom, � x is initialized to ? and set in x of constraints potentially inuencedby x is initialized to ;. Then a �rst approximation for x is computed byevaluating all right-hand sides t for x and adding the results to � x. If avalue di�erent from ? has been obtained, all elements from set in x haveto be added to W. After that, set inx is emptied.Initializing variables x 2 X through Init, may have inserted constraintsinto worklist W. Therefore, as long as W is nonempty, the algorithm nowiteratively extracts constraints x w t from W and evaluates right-hand sidet on current partial variable assignment �. If [[t]] � is not subsumed by � x,the value of � for x is updated. Since the value for x has changed, the



8 FECHT AND SEIDLdom = ;; W = ;;forall (x 2 X) Init(x);while (W 6= ;) fx w t = Extract(W);new = [[t]] (�y:Eval(x w t; y));if (new 6v � x) f� x = � x t new ;W =W [ inx;inx = ;;ggvoid Init(V x) fif (x 62 dom) fdom = dom [ fxg;� x = ?; in x = ;;forall (x w t 2 S)� x = � x t [[t]] (�y:Eval(x w t; y));if (� x 6= ?) fW =W [ in x;inx = ;;gggD Eval(Constraint r; V y) fInit(y);in y = in y [ frg;return � y;g Fig. 1: Algorithm WR.constraints r in in x may no longer be satis�ed by �; therefore, they areadded to W. Afterwards, in x is reset to ;.However, the right-hand sides t are not evaluated on � directly either in Initor in the main loop on the worklist. There are two reasons for this. First, �may not be de�ned for all variables y the evaluation of t may access; second,we have to determine all y accessed by the evaluation of t on �. Therefore,t is applied to auxiliary function �y:Eval(r; y). When applied to constraintr and variable y, Eval �rst initializes y by calling Init. Then r is added toin y, and the value of � for y (which now is always de�ned) is returned.Theorem 1. Algorithm WR is a solver. 28. The Continuation SolverSolver WR contains ine�ciencies. Consider constraint x w t where, dur-ing evaluation of t, value � y has been accessed at subtree t0 = hy;Ci of t.Now assume � y obtains new value new. Then reevaluation of the completeright-hand side t is initiated. Instead of doing so, we would like to initiate



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 9reevaluation only of subtree C new . Function C in subtree t0 can be inter-preted as (a syntactic representation of) the continuation where reevaluationof t has to proceed if the value of � for y has been returned. We modifysolver WR therefore as follows:� Whenever during evaluation of the right-hand side of constraint x w t,subtree t0 = hy;Ci is reached, we do not just access value � y and applycontinuation C but additionally add (x;C) to the in-set of variabley.� Whenever � y has obtained a new value, we add toW all pairs (x; hy;Ci),(x;C) 2 in y, to initiate their later reevaluations.Therefore, the in-sets of resulting algorithm WRC now contain elementsfrom V �Cont where Cont = D ! T (V;D), whereas worklist W containselements from V � T (V;D). In order to have continuations explicitly avail-able for insertion into in-sets, we slightly change the functionality of theargument of [[:]] (and hence also [[:]]) by passing down the current continuationinto the argument. Thus, we now de�ne:[[d]] �0 = d [[hx;Ci]] �0 = [[C (�0 C x)]]�0[[x]] �0 = �0 (�d:d) xwhere �0 C x = � x. Observe that the auxiliary function �0 just returnsvalues of variables as given by variable assignment �. Besides identi�ers x,�0 consumes one further argument, namely, a continuation C. The extraargument C supplied to �0 is simply ignored { at least during the evalua-tion of right-hand sides according to [[:]]. It becomes important, however,for the �xpoint algorithm since there �0 is replaced by the (partially ap-plied) function Eval. As for solver WR, function Eval not only returns thevalues of variables (as �0) but additionally produces side e�ects at variableaccesses. According to the changed functionality of �0, side e�ects now mayalso depend on the current formal continuation C.Thus, the new function Eval consumes three arguments, namely variables xand y together with continuation C. Here, variable x represents the left-handside of the current constraint, y represents the variable whose value is beingaccessed, and C is the current continuation. Given these three arguments,Eval �rst calls Init for y to make sure that � y as well as in y have alreadybeen initialized. Then it adds (x;C) to set in y. Finally, it returns � y. Theresulting worklist solverWRC with recursion and continuations is containedin Fig. 2. We obtain:Theorem 2. Algorithm WRC is a solver. 2A similar optimization for the topdown solver TD [5, 11] in the context ofanalysis of Prolog programs has been called clause pre�x optimization [8].As far as we know, an application independent exposition of the method aswell as its integration into worklist based solvers has not been consideredbefore.



10 FECHT AND SEIDLdom = ;; W = ;;forall (x 2 X) Init(x);while (W 6= ;) f(x; t) = Extract(W);new = [[t]] (�C; y:Eval(x;C; y));if (new 6v � x)f� x = � x t new ;forall ((x0; C0) 2 in x)W =W [ f(x0; hx;C0i)g;in x = ;;ggvoid Init(V x)fif (x 62 dom) fdom = dom [ fxg;� x = ?; in x = ;;forall (x w t 2 S))� x = � x t [[t]] (�C; y:Eval(x;C; y));if (� x 6= ?)forall ((x0; C0) 2 in x)W =W [ f(x0; hx;C0i)g;inx = ;;ggD Eval(V x;Cont C; V y) fInit(y);in y = in y [ f(x;C)g;return � y;g Fig. 2: Algorithm WRC .9. The Di�erential Fixpoint AlgorithmAssume variable y has changed its value. Instead of reevaluating all treeshy;Ci from set in of y with the new value, as solver WRC eventuallydoes, we may initiate reevaluation just for the increment. This optimizationis helpful, if computation on \larger" values is much more expensive thancomputations on \smaller" ones. The increase of values is determined bysome function di� : D �D ! D satisfyingd1 t di�(d1; d2) = d1 t d2Example 4. If D = 2A for some set A (ordered by set inclusion), then thereis a natural choice for di�, namely set di�erence.If D =M ! R,M is a �nite set and R a �nite complete lattice, di�(f1; f2)can be de�ned as the mapping f : M ! R given by f v = ? if f2 v v f1 vand f v = f2 v otherwise. 2In order to make our idea work, we have to impose further restrictions ontothe structure of right-hand sides t. We call S distributive if S is weakly



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 11monotonic and for every subterm hx;Ci of right-hand sides of S, d1; d2, andd such that d = d1 t d2 and arbitrary variable assignment �,(1) dep(C d1; �) [ dep(C d2; �) � dep(C d; �);(2) [[C d1]] � t [[C d2]] � w [[C d]] �.In interesting applications, S is even monotonic and variable dependenciesare \static", i.e., independent of variable assignments. Furthermore, equal-ity holds in item 2. This is especially the case if right-hand sides are giventhrough expressions as in Example 1 when all operators f and g are dis-tributive in each of their arguments.In order to propagate increments, we change solver WRC as follows. As-sume � y has obtained a new value which di�ers from the old one by � and(x;C) 2 in y.� Instead of adding (x; hy;Ci) to W (as for WRC), we add (x;C;�).Thus, now worklist W contains elements from V �Cont�D.� If we extract triple (x;C;�) from W, we evaluate ct C � to obtain a(possibly) new increment for x.In contrast, however, to WRC and WR, it is no longer safe to empty setsin y after use.Example 5. Consider a single constraintx w f xwhere f is distributive. After initialization of � x through init, we have � x =f ? = d1 and W = f(x;C; d1)g where continuation C equals f . Assume, wehave emptied the the inuence set inx of x in init. Then evaluation ofthe triple (x;C; d1) results in an update of x { without triggering furtherinsertions into worklist W. Consequently, �xpoint iteration terminates aftertwo iterations { independently of whether a solution has been obtained ornot.If the inuence set is not emptied in init but emptied during the main loopon the worklist, then �xpoint iteration may not stop after two iterations,but certainly after three { which cannot be generally correct. 2The resulting di�erential worklist algorithm with recursive descent intonew variables and persistent inuence sets (WR� for short) is given inFig. 3. We would like to emphasize that, in contrast to the case of worklistsolvers, it is not obvious (at least to us) how propagation of di�erences couldpossibly be added to the topdown solver.Remark: An even more sophisticated implementation may collect all triples(x;C;�i) in W with identical �rst two components and combine them intoone single triple (x;C;�) where � = F�i.A proof of the following theorem can be found in Appendix A.Theorem 3. If S is distributive, then algorithm WR� computes an X-stable partial least solution. 2



12 FECHT AND SEIDLdom = ;; W = ;;forall (x 2 X) Init(x);while (W 6= ;) f(x;C;�) = Extract(W);new = [[C�]] (�C; y:Eval(x;C; y));if (new 6v � x)f� = di�(� x; new);� x = � x t new ;forall ((x0; C0) 2 in x)W =W [ f(x0; C0;�)g;ggvoid Init(V x)fif (x 62 dom) fdom = dom [ fxg;� x = ?; in x = ;;forall (x w t 2 S))� x = � x t [[t]] (�C; y:Eval(x;C; y));if (� x 6= ?)forall ((x0; C0) 2 in x)W =W [ f(x0; C0; (� x))g;ggD Eval(V x;Cont C; V y) fInit(y);in y = in y [ f(x;C)g;return � y;g Fig. 3: Algorithm WR�.Note that we did not claim algorithm WR� to be a solver: and indeedthis is not the case. Opposed to solvers WR and WRC , algorithm WR�may fail to compute (interesting parts of) the least solution for constraintsystems which are not distributive.10. The Distributive Framework IDEAs a �rst application, let us consider the distributive framework IDE forinterprocedural analysis of imperative languages as suggested by Horwitz,Reps and Sagiv in [16]. IDE is a quite general distributive framework forinterprocedural analysis of imperative languages. Horwitz, Reps and Sagivapply it, e.g., to linear constant propagation. Framework IDE assigns toprogram points elements from lattice D =M ! L of program states, whereM is some �nite base set (e.g., the set of currently visible program variables),and L is a lattice of abstract values.The crucial point of program analysis in framework IDE consists in deter-mining summary functions from D ! D to describe e�ects of procedures.The lattice of possible transfer functions for statements as well as summary



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 13functions for procedures in IDE is given by F =M2 !R whereR � L! Lis assumed to be a lattice of distributive functions of (small) �nite height(e.g., 4 for linear constant propagation) which contains �x:? and the iden-tity and is closed under composition. The transformer in D ! D de�nedby f 2 F is given as [[f ]] � v0 = Gv2M f (v; v0) (� v)Clearly, [[f ]] is distributive, i.e., [[f ]] (�1t�2) = [[f ]] �1t[[f ]] �2. Computing thesummary functions for procedures in this framework boils down to solvinga constraint system S over F where right-hand sides e are of the form:e ::= f j x j f � x j x2 � x1where f 2 F . Since all functions in F are distributive, function composition� : F2 ! F is distributive in each argument. Thus, constraint system Sis a special case of the constraint systems from example 1. Therefore, wecan apply WR� to compute the least solution of S e�ciently { providedoperations \�" and \t" can be computed e�ciently. Using a di�-functionsimilar to the last one of Example 4, we obtain:Theorem 4. If operations in R can be executed in time O(1), then thesummary functions for program p according to interprocedural frameworkIDE can be computed by WR� in time O(jpj � jM j3). 2For a proof of Theorem 4 see appendix Appendix B. The complexity boundin Theorem 4 should be compared with bound O(jpj � jM j5) which triviallycan be obtained using solver WR. By saving factor O(jM j2), we �nd thesame complexity bounds forWR� as have been obtained in [16] for a specialpurpose algorithm. 11. Control-Flow AnalysisControl-ow analysis (cfa for short) is an analysis for higher-order functionallanguages possibly with recursive data types [12, 13]. Cfa on program p triesto compute for every expression t occurring in p a superset of expressionsinto which t may evolve during program execution, see, e.g., [22, 23, 20, 25].Let A denote the set of subexpressions of p and D = 2A. Then cfa fora lazy language as in [25] can be formalized through a constraint system Sover domain D with set V of in variables yt; t 2 A, where right-hand sidesof constraints consist of expressions e of one of the following forms:e ::= fag j x j (a 2 x1);x2where a 2 A. Here, we view (a 2 x1);x2 as speci�cation of ct hx1; Ci whereC d = ; if a 62 d and C d = x2 otherwise. For a precise description how such



14 FECHT AND SEIDLconstraints arise, see Appendix C. Let us assume set V of variables is justordered by equality. Then S is not only monotonic but also distributive. Asfunction di�, we simply choose: di�(d1; d2) = d2nd1. With these de�nitions,algorithm WR� can be applied.Let us assume that the maximal cardinality of an occurring set is boundedby s � jpj. Furthermore, let I denote the complexity of inserting a singleelement into a set of maximally s elements. In case, for example, we canrepresent sets as bit vectors, I = O(1). In case, the program is large butwe nevertheless expect sets to be sparse we may use some suitable hash-ing scheme to achieve approximately the same e�ect. Otherwise, we mayrepresent sets through balanced ordered trees giving extra cost I = O(log s).Now let us estimate the amount of time the algorithm spends with anindividual constraint of the form y � (a 2 x1);x2. Let d1; : : : ; dk be theincrements produced by the algorithm for � x1. By de�nition, jd1j + : : : +jdkj � s. Since these increments are element-disjoint at most one of themtriggers the evaluation of x2. Thus, the overall amount of work spent withthis constraint is bounded by O(2 � s � I) = O(s � I). Since at most jpj2 suchconstraints arise, this results in a total amount of O(jpj2 � s � I). Since thereare at most jpj other constraints and the time spent with each of these isbounded by O(s � I), we achieve time complexity O(jpj2 � s � I).Indeed, this �rst algorithm still contains ine�ciencies. It creates (a rep-resentation of) O(jpj2) constraints of the form y � (a 2 x1);x2 in advance{ although potentially only few of these will result in a non-trivial contri-bution. For this type of constraints, however, we can introduce the fol-lowing optimization. We start with constraint system S0 lacking all con-straints of the form y � (a 2 x1);x2. Instead, we introduce functionr : V ! D ! 2constraints which, depending on the value of variables,returns the set of constraints to be added to the present constraint system.r is given by: r x d = fy � x2 j a 2 d; y � (a 2 x);x2 2 SgThus especially, r x (d1 [ d2) = (r x d1) [ (r x d2).Now, we start WR� on S0 of size O(jpj). Whenever variable x is incre-mented by �, we add all constraints from r x � to the current constraintsystem by calling Init for their left-hand sides and then inserting them intoworklistW. For cfa, each application r x � can be evaluated in time O(j�j).Thus, if the cardinalities of all occurring sets is bounded by s, at mostO(jpj � s) constraints of the form y � x are added to S0. Each of theseintroduces an amount O(s � I) of work. Therefore, this optimization bringsdown overall complexity to O(jpj � s2 � I). Summarizing, we obtain:Theorem 5. If s is the maximal cardinality of occurring sets, the leastsolution of constraint system S for cfa on program p can be computed bythe optimized WR� algorithm in time O(jpj � s2 � I). 2The idea of dynamic extension of constraint systems is especially appealingand clearly can also be cast in a more general setting.



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 15The algorithm from Theorem 5 can be viewed as a variant of the algorithmproposed by Heintze in [12]. Using both dynamic variable dependencies aswell as dynamic constraint systems, it has provably (almost) linear runtime{ provided the cardinalities of occurring sets are su�ciently small and setsare implemented e�ciently.12. Generalized Computation TreesIn practical applications, certain subcomputations for right-hand sides turnout to be independent. For example, the values for a set of variables may beaccessed in any order if it is just the least upper bound of returned valueswhich matters. This type of independence allows for much more aggres-sive forms of the di�erential approach. In order to describe such kinds ofphenomena formally, we introduce set GT (V;D) of generalized computationtrees (gct's for short). Gct's t are given by:t ::= d j x j S j ht; Ciwhere S � GT (V;D) is �nite and C : D ! GT (V;D). Thus, we notonly allow sets of computation trees but also (sets of) computation trees asselectors of computation trees. Given t 2 GT (V;D), function [[t]] : (V !D)! D implemented by t as well as set dep(t; ) of variables accessed duringevaluation are de�ned by:[[d]] � = d dep(d; �) = ;[[x]] � = � x dep(x; �) = fxg[[S]] � = Ff[[t]] � j t 2 Sg dep(S; �) = Sfdep(t; �) j t 2 Sg[[ht; Ci]] � = [[C ([[t]]�)]] � dep(ht; Ci; �) = dep(t; �) [ dep(C ([[t]]�); �)While sets of trees conveniently allow to make independence of subcompu-tations explicit (see our example application in section 13), nesting of treesinto selectors eases the translation of deeper nesting of operator applications.Example 6. Assume expressions e are given by the grammar:e ::= d j x j f e j g (e1; e2)where d 2 D and f and g denote monotonic functions in D ! D andD2 ! D, respectively. The gct te for e can then be constructed by:� te = e if e 2 D [ V ;� te = hte0 ; �d:f di if e � f e0;� te = hte1 ; Ci with C d1 = hte2 ; �d2:g (d1; d2)i if e � g (e1; e2). 2At the expense of introducing additional variables, constraint system S usinggct's can always be transformed into an equivalent constraint system S 0 usingjust ordinary ct's as right-hand sides. To this end, we only need to add allgct's s to the set of variables which represent sets or selectors not contained



16 FECHT AND SEIDLin D[V . For these new variables s, we then add constraints s w t whenevert 2 s and s w ht; Ci whenever s � ht; Ci. Resulting right-hand sides aregct's without sets and with selectors which are either constants or variables,and therefore can equivalently be represented by ct's.Example 7. Assume x w hfx1; x2g; Ci is a constraint of S. Viewing set s =fx1; x2g as an auxiliary variable, we add the two constraints: s w x1; s w x2.2At least theoretically, this normalization is always viable. Normalization,however, has two disadvantages. First, solving the normalized constraintsystem is computationally di�erent from solving the original one. Second,a (possibly) huge amount of auxiliary variables is introduced. This seconddraw-back is especially problematic since the overhead of dynamicly creatingvariables is by no means negligible in practice. In our experience, e�ciencyof program analyzers, e.g. for Prolog, crucially depends on minimizing thenumber of variables to be maintained by the �xpoint algorithm.We conclude that it is of practical importance to allow generalized ct's asright-hand sides. In the following we extend the notions of \weak mono-tonicity" and \distributivity" to constraint systems where right-hand sidesare gct's.For partial ordering \�" on set V of variables, we de�ne relation \�" ongct's inductively by:� ? � t for every t; and d1 � d2 if d1 v d2;� x1 � x2 as gct's if also x1 � x2 as variables;� S1 � S2 if for all t1 2 S1, t1 � t2 for some t2 2 S2;� ht1; C1i � ht2; C2i if t1 � t2 and for all d1 v d2, C d1 � C d2.Now assume that all right-hand sides of constraint systems S are giventhrough gct's. Then S is called weakly monotonic i� for every x1 � x2and constraint x1 w t1 in S some constraint x2 w t2 in S exists such thatt1 � t2. With these extended de�nitions Prop. 1, Cor. 1 as well as Theorem1 hold. Therefore, algorithm WR is also a solver for constraint systemswhere right-hand sides are represented by gct's.Function C in t = ht0; Ci can now only be interpreted as a representationof the continuation where reevaluation of t has to start if the evaluationof subtree t0 on � has terminated. t0 again may be of the form hs; C 0i.Consequently, we have to deal with lists  of continuations. Thus, wheneverduring evaluation of t an access to variable y occurs, we now have to addpairs (x; ) to the in-set of variable y. As in Section 8, we therefore changethe functionality of [[:]] as well as the argument of [[:]] and hence also [[:]] byde�ning:[[d]]�0  = d [[S]]�0  = Ff[[t]]�0 j t 2 Sg[[x]]�0  = �0  x [[ht; Ci]]�0  = [[C ([[t]]�0 (C:))]]�0 



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 17where �0  x = � x. The goal here is to avoid reevaluation of whole set S justbecause one of its elements has changed its value. Therefore, we propagatelist  arriving at set S of trees immediately down to each of its elements.Now assume � y has changed its value by �. Then we add all triples(x; ;�) to W where (x; ) 2 in y. Having extracted such a triple from theworklist, the new solver applies list  to the new value �. The iterativeapplication process is implemented by:app [] d �0 = dapp (C:) d �0 = app  ([[C d]] �0 ) �0The resulting value then gives the new contribution to the value of � for x.As in Section 9, we call constraint system S with gct's as right-hand sidesdistributive i� S is weakly monotonic and for every subtree ht; Ci of right-hand sides, d1; d2, and d such that d = d1 t d2 and variable assignment�,(1) dep(C d1; �) [ dep(C d2; �) � dep(C d; �);(2) [[C d1]] � t [[C d2]] � w [[C d]] �.This de�nition naturally extends the corresponding de�nition for constraintsystems with ordinary evaluation trees as right-hand sides. We obtain:Theorem 6. Assume S is a distributive constraint system where right-handsides are given by gct's. Then algorithmWR� computes anX-stable partialleast solution. 2As an advanced application of gct's, we consider abstract OLDT-resolution[14, 15, 24]. 13. Abstract OLDT-ResolutionGiven Prolog program p, abstract OLDT-resolution tries to compute for ev-ery program point x the set of (abstract) values arriving at x. Let A de-note the set of possible values. Lattice D to compute in is then given byD = 2A. Coarse-grained analysis assigns to each predicate an abstractstate transformer A! D, whereas �ne-grained analysis additionally assignstransformers also to every program point [14]. Instead of considering trans-formers as a whole (as, e.g., in the algorithm for framework IDE in Section10), transformer valued variable x is replaced by a set of variables, namelyx a; a 2 A, where x a represents the return value of the transformer for x oninput a. Thus, each variable x a potentially receives a value from D. Theidea is that, in practice, set A may be tremendously large, while at the sametime each transformer is called only on a small number of inputs. Thus, inthis application we explicitly rely on the locality of our �xpoint algorithms,i.e., their demand-driven exploration of the variable space.To every transformer variable x the analysis assigns a �nite set of con-straint schemes x � � e where � formally represents the argument to the



18 FECHT AND SEIDLtransformer, and e is an expression built up according to the following gram-mar (see [24]): e ::= s � j E f ef ::= �a:s (g a) j x j �a:(x (g a)2 a)Here, s : A ! D denotes the singleton map de�ned by s a = fag, andE : (A ! D) ! D ! D denotes the usual extension function de�ned byE f d = Sff a j a 2 dg. Thus, expressions e are built up from s � = f�g bysuccessive applications of extensions E f for three possible types of functionsf : A! D.Unary functions g : A! A are used to model point-to-point transfer func-tions as well as passing of actual parameters into procedures (predicates) andreturning of results, whereas binary operators 2 : D � A! D convenientlyallow to model local states of procedures. They are used to combine the setof return values of procedures (predicates) with the local state before thecall [24]. For Prolog, they are essentially given by abstract instantiation [7]extended to sets. In case of �ne-grained analysis, every scheme for right-hand sides contains at most two occurrences of \E", whereas coarse-grainedanalysis possibly introduces also deeper nesting.The set of constraints of abstract OLDT-resolution for variable xa; a 2 A;are obtained from the set of constraint schemes for x by instantiating formalparameter � with actual parameter a. The resulting right-hand sides can beimplemented through gct's tfag. For d 2 D, gct td is of the form td = d ortd = hSd; Ci such that C d0 returns some tree t0d0 , and Sd = fsa j a 2 dg.The possible forms for elements sa of Sd correspond to the three possibleforms for f in expressions E f e, i.e,sa ::= s (g a) j xa j hx (g a); �d0:d0 2 aiIn the �rst case all elements sa of selector Sd consist just of constants, in thesecond case of variable look-ups, and in the third case of operators appliedto the results of variable look-ups.Constraint system S for abstract OLDT-resolution then turns out to bemonotonic as well as distributive. As operator di�, we choose: di�(d1; d2) =d2nd1. Therefore, we can apply algorithm WR�. The next theorem givesthe complexity bound just for the case of �ne-grained analysis, i.e., whereright-hand sides contain at most two occurrences of extension function E .For simplicity, we assume that applications g a as well as insertion into setscan be executed in time O(1), and evaluation of d2 a needs time O(#d).Then:Theorem 7. Fine-grained OLDT-resolution for program p with abstract val-ues from A can be executed by WR� in time O(N � s2) where N � jpj �#Ais the maximal number of considered variables, and s � #A is an upperbound for the cardinalities of occurring sets. 2



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 19WR� saves an extra factor O(s2) over solverWR. An algorithm with sim-ilar savings has been suggested by Horwitz, Reps and Sagiv in [17]. Theirgraph-based algorithm, however, is neither able to treat binary operators nordeeper nested right-hand sides, i.e., coarse-grained analysis as ours. There-fore, their apporach is unable to implement, e.g., OLDT-resolution for Prolog.In the usual application for program analysis, A is equipped with somepartial abstraction ordering \v", implying that set d � A contains the sameinformation as its lower closure d# = fa 2 A j 9a0 2 d : a v a0g. In this case,we may decide to compute with lower subsets of A right from the beginning[14]. Here, subset d � A is called lower i� d = d#. If all occurring functionsf as well as operators 2 are monotonic, we can represent lower sets d bytheir maximal elements and do all computations just with such anti-chains.The resulting constraint system then turns out to be no longer monotonic.However, it is still weakly monotonic w.r.t. variable ordering \�" given byx1 a1 � x2 a2 i� x1 � x2 and a1 v a2. As function di� for anti-chains, wechoose di�(d1; d2) = d2n(d1#)= fa2 2 d2 j 8a1 2 d1 : a2 6v a1gAgain, we can apply the di�erential worklist algorithm. Here, we found nocomparable algorithm in the literature. WR� beats conventional solversfor this application (see Section 14). A simple estimation of the runtimecomplexity, however, is no longer possible since even large sets may havesuccinct representations by short anti-chains. Also, adding a new elementto a set may now take time proportional to the length of the correspondinganti-chain. 14. Practical ExperimentsWe have adapted the fastest general-purpose equation solver from [11],namelyWDFS (calledWDFSEqu here), to constraint systems giving general-purpose constraint solverWDFSCon . SolverWDFSCon is similar to solverWR as presented in Section 7, but additionally maintains priorities on vari-ables and, before return from an update of � for variable x, evaluates allconstraints y w t from the worklist where y has higher priority as the variablebelow x (see [11] for a detailed description of this idea for equation solvers).The e�ect of this strategy is that solverWDFSCon proceeds strong compo-nent by strong component in the (current) variable dependence graph.To solver WDFSCon we added continuations as well as propagation ofdi�erences (the \�") in the same way as we added continuations and prop-agation of di�erences to solver WR in Section 12.In order to remove multiples from data structures in y as well as W, wegenerally have to rely on a computable equality predicate on continuations.Since our continuations are syntactical objects, this is possible but maybe expensive. At the risk, therefore, of potentially evaluating the same



20 FECHT AND SEIDLcontinuation several times, we avoided this overhead in our implementationby simply implementing occurring sets in y as well as W through lists.All �xpoint algorithms have been integrated into GENA [9, 10]. GENA isa generator for Prolog program analyzers written in SML. We generated ana-lyzers for abstract OLDT-resolution for PS+POS+LIN which is S�ndergaard'spair sharing domain enhanced with POS for inferring groundness [26, 7]. Itsabstract substitutions are pairs of bdd's and graphs over variables. Thus,our �xpoint algorithms maintain anti-chains of such elements. The gener-ated analyzers were run on large real-world programs that are signi�cantlybigger and more complex than the programs from the GAIA benchmarksuite. aqua-c (about 560KB) is the source code of an early version of Petervan Roy's Aquarius Prolog compiler. chat (about 170KB) is David H.D.Warren's chat-80 system. The numbers reported in Table I, are the absoluteruntimes in seconds (including system time) obtained for SML-NJ, version110.7, on a PentiumPro with 200 MH and 128 MB main memory.Comparing the three algorithms for OLDT-resolution, we �nd that all ofthese have still quite acceptable runtimes (perhaps with exception of aqua-c)where algorithm WDFSCon� almost always outperforms the others. Com-pared with equation solverWDFSEqu on benchmarks with signi�cant anal-ysis times (more than 1 second), algorithmWDFSCon� saves approximately40% of the runtime where usually less than half of the gain is obtained bymaintaining constraints. The maximal relative gain of 58% could be ob-served for program readq. On the other hand for Stefan Diehl's interpreterfor action semantics action, propagation of di�erences gave only a minorimprovement over considering constraints alone. Program ann even showeda (moderate) decrease in e�ciency (78%) which seems to originate from theuse of continuations. The same observation can be made for aqua-c. Here,constraints resulted in an improvement of 23% of which 9% was lost againthrough propagation of di�erences. This slowdown for ann and aqua-c didnot occur during analyzer runs for other abstract domains we experimentedwith. Table II reports the runtimes found for these two benchmarks ondomain CompCon. Abstract domain CompCon analyzes whether variablesare bound to atoms or are composite. Abstract operations for CompCon areless expensive than for PS+POS+LIN but anti-chains tend to be longer. ForCompCon, benchmark ann was fast enough that no signi�cant di�erencesbetween the solvers could be measured. For aqua-c, constraints introduceda slowdown of 20% whereas propagation of di�erences resulted in a gain ine�ciency of 35% over WDFSEqu .15. ConclusionWe succeeded to give an application independent exposition of two furtherimprovements to worklist-based local �xpoint algorithms. This allowed usnot only to exhibit common algorithmic ideas in seemingly di�erent fastspecial purpose algorithms like the one of Horwitz et al. for interprocedural



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 21program WDFSEqu WDFSCon WDFSCon�action.pl 14.41 8.14 6.99ann.pl 0.87 0.79 1.55aqua-c.pl 737.86 565.01 632.97b2.pl 0.83 0.87 0.71chat.pl 38.90 32.42 24.64chat-parser.pl 13.87 12.89 8.13chess.pl 0.20 0.23 0.23atten.pl 0.19 0.17 0.13nand.pl 0.29 0.26 0.23readq.pl 8.27 6.83 3.44sdda.pl 0.38 0.32 0.24Table I: Comparison of WDFSEqu , WDFSCon and WDFSCon� with abstract domainPS+POS+LIN.program WDFSEqu WDFSCon WDFSCon�ann.pl 0.10 0.09 0.08aqua-c.pl 64.67 77.66 42.10Table II: Comparison of WDFSEqu , WDFSCon and WDFSCon� with abstract domainCompCon.framework IDE [16] of Heintze's algorithm for control-ow analysis [12].Thus, our exposition explains also how their algorithms can be improved {namely by incorporating ideas like the recursive descent into variables aswell as the timestamps idea from [11]. Finally, our approach allowed todevelop completely new e�cient algorithms for abstract OLDT-resolution.Several further questions remain for investigation. First, more practicalexperiments are needed to check the practical e�ciency of our methodsfor other application domains. Here, the area of model-checking might beespecially promising. Second, we would like to see whether the idea ofdynamic constraint systems as introduced in Section 11 can be successfullyapplied in a less ad hoc way.Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3.. Let � denote the least solution of S.Since every variable can be initialized at most once, we conclude thatprocedure Init can be called at most #V times. LetWi, domi, ini y, �i y and�i, respectively, denote the values ofW, dom, in y, � y, � and respectively,immediately after the i-th updates of � and W. Then we have:



22 FECHT AND SEIDL(1) The values for dom as well as � x and inx (once de�ned) are non-decreasing.(2) Whenever � y receives a new value through update i, then �i y =�i�1 y t�i and (x;C;�i) 2Wi for all (x;C) 2 ini y.The number of updates of a single initialized variable is bounded by theheight of lattice D. Therefore, the total number of updates is bounded.From this, we conclude that algorithm WR� indeed terminates.Since in case of an update of � for variable y, �i y v �y as well as �i v �y,we deduce from weak monotonicity that(3) �i y v �y for all i whenever y 2 domi.Let �� resp. dom� denote the �nal values for � resp. dom. By property (3),�� x v �x for all x 2 dom�. It remains to prove that �� is X-stable. SinceX � dom�, we instead prove that �� is dom�-stable. To this end, we prove:Claim 1: If x w t is a constraint of S where x 2 dom�, then evaluation of ton �� is de�ned with �� x w [[t]]��.In order to prove Claim 1, consider non-constant subtree occurrence1 t0of t which has contributed to the value for x at least once. W.l.o.g. assumet0 = hy;Ci. Then let � t0 = fd0; : : : ; dkg denote the set of values d0 togetherwith increments di such that evaluation of C di has been initiated. Clearly,d0 t : : : t dk = �� y.Then the contribution of (subtrees of) t to �� x is given by:[[d]] � = d[[y]] � = d0 t : : : t dkif � y = fd0; : : : ; dkg[[hy;Ci]] � = [[C d0]] � t : : : t [[C dk]] �if � hy;Ci = fd0; : : : ; dkgAccording to this de�nition, [[t]] � is the least upper bound of all resultsfor accessed leaves of t. Clearly, each such leave returns a value which issubsumed by ��.Accordingly, de�ne the set of variables accessed during all evaluations ofsubtree occurrences as:dep(d; �) = ;dep(y; �) = fygdep(hy;Ci; �) = fyg [ dep(C d0; �) [ : : : [ dep(C dk; �)if � hy;Ci = fd0; : : : ; dkgThese are precisely those variables which have been accessed by the �xpointalgorithm during computations on t. Therefore, dom� � dep(t; �). Weconclude that Claim 1 is implied by the following claim.Claim 2: If S is distributive, then for all subtrees t0 of t with [[t0]] � de�ned,(1) dep(t0; �) � dep(t0; ��);1 For notational convenience, we treat subtree occurrences as if they were subtreesthemselves.



PROPAGATING DIFFERENCES 23(2) [[t0]] � w [[t0]] ��.The proof of Claim 2 is by induction on the structure of t0. The onlyinteresting case is t0 � hy;Ci where � t0 = fd0; : : : ; dkg. Thendep(t0; �) = fyg [ dep(C d0; �) [ : : : [ dep(C dk; �)� fyg [ dep(C d0; ��) [ : : : [ dep(C dk; ��) by ind. hypothesis� fyg [ dep(C (�� y); ��) by distributivity= dep(t0; ��)Therefore, [[t0]]�� is de�ned, and we can conclude:[[t0]] � = [[C d0]] � t : : : t [[C dk]] �w [[C d0]]�� t : : : t [[C dk]]�� by ind. hypothesisw [[C (�� y)]] �� by distributivity= [[t0]]��This completes the proof of Claim 2 and thus also the proof of Claim 1 andTheorem 3. 2 Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 4.Values � xmaintained byWR� can be implemented as arrays (indexed withM �M), while increments to be propagated can be implemented as lists ofits non-(�x:?) elements. \t" on M2 ! R can be computed componentwisewhereas composition \�" is given by(f2 � f1) (v1; v2) = Gv2M f2 (v; v2) � f1 (v1; v)We use a di�-function similar to the last one of Example 4, i.e., we de�nefor � 2M2, di�(f1; f2) � = � �x:? if f2 � v f1 �f2 � otherwiseAssume f = f2 � f1, and � : M2 ! R contains at most l non-(�x:?)-elements which are given as a list. Then the following holds:� The list of non-(�x:?)-entries of � � f1 can be computed in time O(l �jM j).� If f has already been computed, then f 0 = f2 � (f1 t�) = f t (f2 ��)together with the non-(�x:?)-entries of the increment �0 = di�(f; f 0)can be computed in time O(l � jM j).We conclude that the maximal time spent on any right-hand side is boundedby O(jM j3). It follows that WR� computes the least solution in timeO(jSj � jM j3). Since constraint system S for IDE has size linear in theprogram, Theorem 4 follows. 2



24 FECHT AND SEIDLAppendix C. CFA for an Example LanguageLet us consider the higher-order functional language given by the grammar:t ::= v j �v:t j c t1 : : : tn j f j t t0j case t0 of q1!t1; : : : ; qk!tkq ::= c v1 : : : vnp ::= letrec f1 = t1; : : : ; fm = tm in t(where n � 0; k > 0;m > 0). Here, c, v, and f range over names forconstructors, variables, and functions, respectively, whereas t, q, and p rangeover terms, patterns, and programs. Moreover, we assume that constructorapplications are always saturated. The semantics of the language is call-by-need.The set Sp of constraints generated for cfa on program p is then given by:� yt � ftg for all t 2 A;� yt � (a 2 yt1); yt0 if t � t1 t2 and a � �v:t0;� yv � (a 2 yt1); yt2 whenever t1 t2 is a subexpression of p and a � �v:t;� yf � yt for every de�nition f = t;� yt � (a 2 yt0); tj whenever t � case t0 of q1 ! t1; : : : ; qm ! tm,qj � c v1 : : : vn and a 2 A is of the form a � c s1 : : : sn;� yvi � (a 2 yt0); ysi if qj � c v1 : : : vn for some case-expression case t0 of q1 !t1; : : : ; qm ! tm of p and a � c s1 : : : sn 2 A.References[1] Martin Alt and Florian Martin. Generation of E�cient Interprocedural Analyzerswith PAG. In Proceedings of 2nd Static Analysis Symposium (SAS), pages 33{50.LNCS 983, 1995.[2] Isaac Balbin and Kotagiri Ramamohanarao. A Generalization of the Di�erentialApproach to Recursive Query Evaluation. Journal of Logic Programming (JLP),4(3):259{262, 1987.[3] Francois Bancilhon and Raghu Ramakrishnan. An Amateur's Introduction to Recur-sive Query Processing Strategies. In ACM SIGMOD Conference 1986, pages 16{52,1986.[4] Francois Bancilhon and Raghu Ramakrishnan. Performance Evaluation of Data In-tensive Logic Programs. In Jack Minker, editor, Foundations of Deductive Databasesand Logic Programming, chapter 12, pages 439{517. Morgan Kaufmann Publishers,1988.[5] Baudouin Le Charlier and Pascal Van Hentenryck. A Universal Top-Down FixpointAlgorithm. Technical Report CS-92-25, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912,1992.[6] Baudouin Le Charlier and Pascal Van Hentenryck. Experimental Evaluation of aGeneric Abstract Interpretation Algorithm for Prolog. ACM Transactions of Pro-gramming Languages and Systems (TOPLAS), 16(1):35{101, 1994.[7] Michael Codish, Dennis Dams, and Eyal Yardeni. Derivation of an Abstract Uni�-cation Algorithm for groundnes and Aliasing Analysis. In International Conferenceon Logic Programming (ICLP), pages 79{93, 1991.
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